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A. Budget Request Summary 

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) requests $13.5 million General 
Fund and 22.8 positions in 2020-21, $10.1 million General Fund and 34.9 positions in 2021-22, and $7.0 
million and 34.9 positions in 2022-23 and ongoing to deploy the AVSS and body-worn cameras at 
Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility (RJD), AVSS at part of California State Prison, Los Angeles 
County (LAC), create the Staff Complaint Screening Process, and expand the Allegation Inquiry 
Management Section (AIMS) at RJD in order to reform the staff complaint process to comply with 
requirements ordered by the United States District Court in Armstrong v. Newsom (the “Armstrong 
court order”). 

B. Background/History 

CDCR oversees, manages, and controls all facets associated with safely and securely housing 
inmates within its institutions.  Unfortunately, CDCR’s ability to effectively monitor all activities is 
limited due to the large acreages and layout of the adult institutions. Video surveillance improves 
CDCR’s ability to effectively monitor all activities, however the majority of the existing video 
surveillance within the adult institutions is or will soon be obsolete. This video surveillance equipment, 
which is sometimes decades old, is ineffective compared to modern technology. 

In 2015, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted a special review of High Desert State 
Prison (HDSP). The resulting report stated, “Surveillance is invaluable in capturing misconduct, 
documenting inmate activity, and exonerating employees who have been wrongly accused of 
misconduct.  High quality visual recordings of incidents can serve to resolve…conflicting accounts. 
In addition, there are many rule violations and crimes inmates commit that visual recordings could 
memorialize for just resolution.” The report further recommended CDCR “immediately install 
cameras in all inmate areas, including, but not limited to, the exercise yards, rotundas, building 
dayrooms, patios, and program offices of HDSP.” 

In 2016, CDCR installed an Audio Video Surveillance Solution (AVSS) with 207 high definition 
cameras in designated high traffic and large congregation areas at HDSP.  This served as a 
technical pilot, enabling CDCR to test the viability of operating this type of equipment on CDCR’s 
network. In 2017-18, CDCR received funding to complete the AVSS at HDSP and install the AVSS at 
Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF). These locations were determined to have an 
immediate need for AVSS based on criteria such as the number of violent incidents in FY 2015-16. 

Also in 2016, a Coleman Special Master monitoring team toured California State Prison, Sacramento 
(SAC) due to an increased number of allegations against the staff within their Psychiatric Services 
Unit, Treatment Centers, and Administrative Segregation Units.  The resulting report recommended 
CDCR install video surveillance cameras to increase observation and provide transparency in areas 
where actions leading to allegations commonly occur. In 2018-19, CDCR received funding and 
installed 178 video surveillance cameras at SAC. 

In September 2020, the United States District Court ordered CDCR in Armstrong v. Newsom (No. 
4:94-cv-02307-CW N.D. Cal.) to install surveillance cameras in all areas of RJD to which incarcerated 
people have access, including, but not limited to, all exercise yards, housing units, sally-ports, dining 
halls, program areas, and gymnasiums within 90 days. CDCR was further ordered to retain all 
footage for a minimum of 90 days and footage of use of force and other triggering events retained 
indefinitely.  The Court further ordered CDCR to begin using body-worn cameras (BWC) for all 
correctional officers and Sergeants at RJD who may have any interaction with protected class 
members within 60 days. 

The Court contended that BWCs are likely to improve investigations of misconduct by staff and 
reduce the incidence of violations of class members’ rights under the Armstrong Remedial Plan 
(ARP) and American with Disabilities Act (ADA). The Court also found the opinions of Plaintiffs’ 



       
     

    
 

 
    

    
       

           
    

              
   

 
   

 
  

    
  

         
  

 

 
 

             

 
 

      

       

       

       

       

       

 

             

 
 

 
 

      

 
  

 
               

   
  

Analysis of  Problem  

expert, Eldon Vail, to be based on research and studies on the topic. Eldon Vail asserted that the 
use of BWC in correctional facilities has resulted in “increased officer and inmate safety, fewer uses 
of force,” and improved investigations of internal misconduct by officers, particularly when used in 
conjunction with surveillance cameras. 

The Court also ordered CDCR to develop measures in order to reform its staff complaint, 
investigation, and discipline processes, which shall be included in the RJD ARP. The ARP’s 
compliance measures must ensure CDCR completes unbiased, comprehensive investigations into 
all allegations of staff misconduct violating the rights of any class member under the ARP or the 
ADA. In addition, the court order expands the responsibility of AIMS to conduct inquiries on not only 
staff complaints, but also alleged violations pertaining to other categories such as ADA, ARP, Health 
Care, Use of Force, and the Prison Rape Elimination Act. 

The purpose of AIMS is to support the grievance and appeals process by providing independent, 
objective, industry-standard inquiries into offender grievances alleging staff misconduct, and 
provide a fact-based report to the hiring authority for an appropriate decision. Inquiry interviews 
occur at employee’s worksites, and when necessary, citizen interviews are conducted at law 
enforcement offices within the communities.  The inquiry process performed by AIMS is generally 
conducted within a 30-day window (5-day intake period, 20-day inquiry period, and 5-day review 
and closeout period). The 30-day day period afforded to AIMS coincides with the 60-day overall 
response time for the entire grievance process outlined in established regulations. 

SCVS Resource History 
(Dollars in thousands) 

Program Budget PY – 4 PY – 3 PY – 2 PY-1 PY CY 

Authorized 
Expenditures 

n/a n/a $10,843 $2,643 $1,243 $1,300 

Actual Expenditures n/a n/a $8,843 $1,811 $1,243 $0 

Revenues n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Authorized Positions n/a n/a 4 4 4 3 

Filled Positions n/a n/a 4 4 3 3 

Vacancies n/a n/a 0 0 1 0 

Workload History 

Workload Measure PY – 4 PY – 3 PY – 2 PY-1 PY CY 

Number of institutions 
where full or partial 
AVSS deployment 
completed 

n/a n/a 2 0 1 0 

C. State Level Consideration 

The implementation of an AVSS solution in adult institutions aligns with and supports Objective 2.1, 
Incident Prevention, and Objective 2.2, Drug Interdiction Program, of the Department’s strategic 
plan. 



 
   

     
 

 
  

      
   

 
 

  
  

     
   

    
 

           
 

              
   

 
  

 
  

 
 

 
  

  
  

    
  

            
   

 
 

            
 

    
    

 
 

            
 

     
 

 
 

  
  
   

Analysis of  Problem  

Objective 2.1 Incident Prevention states "...facilities will reduce the rate of incidents that interfere 
with orderly facility operations by 20 percent through the implementation of a proactive Incident 
Prevention Strategy." 

Objective 2.2 Drug Interdiction Program states "…reduce the use of controlled substances and 
alcohol by 20 percent in the previously identified 'Intensive' institutions; by 10 percent at the 8 
identified 'Moderate' institutions; and by 5 percent at all other institutions …" 

Implementation of the AVSS constitutes an information technology project requiring approval from 
the California Department of Technology (CDT).  CDCR received project approval from CDT in 
October 2017 to implement the AVSS in all CDCR institutions during multiple fiscal years as part of 
the SCVS project. In addition, CDCR received funding in FY 2017-18 through an approved BCP for 
the deployments at CCWF and HDSP, as well as funding in FY 2018-19 through an approved BCP 
for the deployment at SAC.  This budget request seeks funding for deployments at RJD and LAC. 

The United States District Court in Armstrong v. Newsom (No. 4:94-cv-02307-CW N.D. Cal.) ordered 
CDCR to install surveillance cameras in all areas of RJD to which incarcerated people have access, 
including, but not limited to, all exercise yards, housing units, sally-ports, dining halls, program areas, 
and gymnasiums within 90 days. CDCR was further ordered to retain all footage for a minimum of 
90 days and footage of use of force and other triggering events retained indefinitely.  The Court 
further ordered CDCR to begin using body-worn cameras (BWC) for all correctional officers and 
Sergeants at RJD who may have any interaction with class members within 60 days. 

D. Justification 

Contraband Interdiction 

CDCR provides for the safety and security of the public, employees, volunteers, attorneys, visitors, 
and inmates.  CDCR has long recognized the ongoing problems caused by the trafficking and use 
of illegal drugs and contraband within its institutions, with visiting rooms being a common avenue 
for the introduction of such contraband.  The importing, trafficking, and use of illegal drugs and 
contraband can lead to an increase in inmate violence, the establishment of an underground 
economy, and inmate deaths due to drug overdoses. Refer to Table 1 in Attachment A – Data 
Tables, which illustrates inmate overdose deaths in institutions from January 1, 2016 through July 15, 
2020. 

CDCR determined a multilayered approach is the most effective way to reduce contraband 
activity within the institutions. This approach includes heightened physical security, dismantling drug 
distribution systems, disrupting gang activity, and closing all contraband avenues of entry.  This 
approach enables CDCR to reduce the amount of contraband entering institutions and minimize 
its availability to inmates. Video surveillance supports this approach by providing an impartial 
account of events in both real time and after-the-fact. 

Unlike older video surveillance technologies used at CDCR, the AVSS video recordings will be stored 
for at least 90 days. This capability increases the probability that video recordings will be available 
to investigators when an incident is reported or discovered. The following events require staff to 
preserve the recorded data, until instructed otherwise, as potential evidence in investigations and 
in administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings: 

• Use of force incidents 
• Riots 
• Suspected felonious criminal activity 



   
   
  
   
    

 
   
  
    

  
 

 
    

  
            

    
   

 
 

           
  

 
     

 
 

      
 

           
    

    
  

 
         

           
         

      
               

         
 

 
 

   
      

  
             

  
      

             
 

 
  

Analysis of  Problem  

• Incidents resulting in serious bodily injury, great bodily injury, or a suspicious death 
• Prison Rape Elimination Act/Sexual assault allegations 
• Allegations of inmate misconduct (i.e., Serious Rules Violation Reports) by staff 
• Allegations of staff misconduct by an inmate, employee, visitor, or other person 
• Incidents that may potentially be referred to the District Attorney’s Office for criminal 

prosecution 
• An employee report to supervisor of injury 
• Inmate claims with Victims Compensation and Government Claims Board 
• Office of Grievances and Appeals requests to review audio or video when conducting an 

inquiry as it relates to a submittal third level appeal. 

Since implementation at CCWF and HDSP, both institutions have utilized their AVSS to identify 
suspects in investigations including attempted homicides.  Both institutions have successfully utilized 
video from their respective systems to locate lost, misplaced, or stolen items eliminating the need 
for lengthy searches and potential lockdown situations leading to modified programming. CCWF 
and HDSP have also identified opportunities to enhance staff training by reviewing video of actual 
incidents and providing staff guidance on how to handle similar incidents more effectively in the 
future. 

Please see Attachment B – Supplemental Reports for additional incidents that would have not been 
reported or discovered without the availability of audio and/or video recording technology. 

The Department uses a variety of other search methods on inmates, including visual inspections, 
clothed body searches, visual unclothed body searches, hand-held metal detectors, walk-through 
metal detectors, walk-through x-ray scanners, audio and video surveillance devices, and canine 
units.  While no approach is 100% effective, this multilayered approach does prevent the 
introduction of a large amount of drugs and contraband into the institutions.  Refer to Table 2 in 
Attachment A – Data Tables, which illustrates the types and amount of contraband discovered 
across institutions from January 1, 2017 through June 30, 2020.  This approach has also resulted in 
the discovery, identification, and in some instances, prosecution of people (inmates, employees, 
visitors, volunteers, attorneys, contractors, etc.) who have violated contraband introduction laws. 

From July 2014 to June 2020, there were 1,732 incidents in which staff, visitors, and non-visitors 
(civilians) were identified, arrested, and prosecuted for attempting to introduce drugs, alcohol, or 
contraband into an institution. Refer to Table 3 in Attachment A – Data Tables. Access to drugs 
negatively impacts the success of drug treatment and other rehabilitative programs for inmates at 
the institutions. The use of audio and/or video recording technology will aid the Department in 
providing an environment conducive to inmates successfully participating in rehabilitative 
programs. 

The Department has also seen a significant increase in the number incidents where intruders will 
gain access to institutional grounds for the purpose of introducing illegal drugs and contraband 
into an institution by throwing contraband into the Minimum Security Facility (MSF) perimeter. In 
light of this, future AVSS installations will also use radar technology to cover vulnerable areas outside 
the MSF perimeter. This technology will detect movement outside of the perimeter and alert staff 
to potential security incidents and can be integrated into the existing Video Management System 
(VMS) software and programmed to send real time alerts or trigger an alarm when the system 
detects activity in the covered area. Furthermore, modern cameras utilize infrared illumination to 
allow the camera to have visibility at night without the need for traditional exterior lighting and will 
be used to monitor the perimeter where necessary. 



 
  

 
            

          
        

           
     

   
         

            
            

     
     

           
   

 
      

   
   

             
      

       
   

 
   

            
 

        
      

   
       

     
        

             
               

        
   

     
      

 
 

            
      

            
         

   
   

           
      

 
            

Analysis of  Problem  

Enhancing Accountability (Court-Ordered) 

In addition to the contraband interdiction program benefits already described, audio and/or video 
recording technology enables CDCR to capture and store video evidence of violent incidents such 
as assaults, batteries, and riots. It also provides evidence and transparency in resolving allegations 
of staff misconduct, use of force, and sexual misconduct as well as staff introduction and possession 
of drugs and contraband.  High-quality visual recordings of incidents serve as irrefutable evidence 
in investigations as well as administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings.  The existence of video 
and/or audio evidence improves the institution’s ability to conduct and conclude investigations 
compared to investigations reliant solely on eyewitness testimony. This assertion is supported by 
over two years’ worth of data which CDCR began collecting to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
AVSS installations. At CCWF and HDSP where there are full installations of AVSS, video recordings 
have proven impactful to the outcomes or decision-making process in the resolution of RVRs, Staff 
Complaints, and Incident Reports when they are available and applicable. Refer to Table 4 in 
Attachment A – Data Tables. 

The AVSS records video (with and without audio) from all of the fixed cameras simultaneously on a 
dedicated computer with VMS software or a dedicated network video recorder in real-time.  BWC 
are uploaded to the same VMS at the end of the shift on which it was used. The VMS allows 
authorized CDCR users to watch live or recorded video to gather and retain evidence. The AVSS 
enables CDCR to automatically retain all audio and video recordings for up to 90 days, which is not 
possible at institutions with older video surveillance equipment.  Furthermore, video will be exported 
from the AVSS to other storage devices or storage discs to retain for as long as needed or required. 

Depending on the institution size and design, each AVSS may consist of approximately 500 to 1,000 
digital cameras installed inside and outside the buildings throughout an institution. Typical locations 
include, but are not limited to: yards, housing units, program buildings, administration buildings, 
visiting rooms, gymnasiums, sally ports, and visitor processing areas.  This proposal, unlike existing 
AVSS in the department, also includes a BWC for each correctional officer and sergeant identified 
at RJD as having regular interaction with inmate Armstrong class members. This equates to 
approximately 735 BWCs for correctional officer and sergeant positions at RJD, along with 960 fixed 
cameras that include audio recording capabilities. This level of camera coverage far exceeds the 
existing coverage at other institutions. For example, CIW has only 22 cameras and only covers the 
areas related to visiting. RJD and SVSP have 78 and 75 cameras respectively that provide coverage 
for visiting and sally port areas. On average, the typical older deployment has less than 100 
cameras institution-wide. As stated previously, much of the existing camera equipment is older and 
provides lower resolution and less retention capabilities.  Refer to Table 5 in Attachment A – Data 
Tables for a list of camera counts by institution.  The same table identifies camera technology type, 
which is either Internet Protocol (IP) or analog. Generally speaking, analog camera technology 
indicates older cameras. 

In order to achieve successful implementation and oversight of the ongoing workload associated 
with this proposal, CDCR requests a supervisory component consisting of nine Correctional 
Sergeants and one Correctional Lieutenant 7-day posts with relief at RJD. These staff will ensure 
compliance with newly established guidelines, policies, and procedures. Some of the duties 
include, but are not limited to, training personnel, reviewing video footage, conducting daily tours 
of housing units, leading investigations of allegations and grievances, identifying corrective 
measures, reporting findings, monitoring appropriate housing of inmates, and ensuring equal 
access to programs, services, and activities. In addition, one Information Technology Specialist I 
will develop and support an automated survey tool for the Sergeants to track compliance for items 
requiring regular inspection according to ADA federal standards and the Armstrong Remedial Plan. 
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See a table at the end of this section, which includes position and dollars requested in the budget 
year for each component of the BCP. 

Furthermore, to meet the requirements in the new Armstrong court order, all grievances and 
appeals received from RJD will undergo an initial screening locally to determine whether the 
allegation involves a complaint against staff. Once it is determined an allegation is a staff 
complaint, the complaint will then be routed to Office of Internal Affairs’ (OIA) newly established 
Staff Complaint Screening Analyst for review. This would include all allegations of unnecessary, 
excessive or unreported instances of use of force, staff sexual misconduct, discrimination against a 
protected class, and retaliation due to use of the staff complaint process. 

For the calendar year starting January 1, 2020 to October 23, 2020, AIMS received a total of 931 
staff complaint allegations. Utilizing the 9.75 months of data from January 2020 to October 2020, 
OIA estimates a total of approximately 1,146 inquiries will be received through December 2020. 
Based on current data trends, about 27 percent of this amount is driven by the increased allegations 
at RJD requiring an AIMS inquiry, resulting in a total of 502.5 cases driving AIMS workload at RJD, 
with 425 allegations specifically driven by the expanded scope of categories under review by AIMS 
(please see Attachment C – Allegation Inquiry and Position Comparison [AIMS]). 

Due to the amount of inquiries OIA currently receives from RJD, existing staff can no longer 
accommodate the workload. After conducting a workload analysis, OIA determined at least one 
Captain, seven Lieutenants, one Associate Governmental Program Analyst (AGPA), and one Office 
Technician are needed. One position unique to this staffing proposal is the request for an AGPA, 
which will be assigned to specifically conduct a thorough intake screening of all staff complaints 
sent to OIA. This resource is expected to result in a more efficient process, allowing AIMS custody 
staff to focus solely on completing inquiries. The current process does not support this requested 
screening function, resulting in custody staff spending time on the preliminary review of allegations, 
rather than focusing on actively conducting inquiries. Overall, the requested positions will produce 
a more accurate and efficient process when screening allegations, completing inquiries, 
conducting interviews, and supporting the expanded staff complaint workload (please see 
Attachment D – Position Workload Analysis [AIMS]). 

One of the strengths of AIMS is its distinct separation from CDCR institutions. To maintain objectivity, OIA 
staff in charge of staff complaint inquiries and investigations are not located within institutions where 
they would be more susceptible to local bias and influence from working relationships with the staff 
they investigate. However, the geographical separation requires OIA travel to institutions. Specifically, 
AIMS staff will need to travel to conduct industry standard in-person interviews with the alleger, 
witnesses, and subjects, and includes OIG monitoring.  Travel averages five hours for each round trip 
to RJD from the AIMS office in Rancho Cucamonga, where AIMS staff will be assigned. While AIMS 
makes every effort to handle as many inquiry interviews as possible each trip, the requested Lieutenants 
are still anticipated to travel two to three times per week. The requested Captain is expected to travel 
a smaller portion of the time to conduct audits of the Lieutenants’ inquiries, attend interviews, and 
provide supervision and oversight of staff. 



  

2020-21 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Program Component  Positions  Dollars  Positions  Dollars  

Supervisory Staffing at  RJD  11.8  $1.8 million  17.9  $3.0 million  

Staff Complaint Screening  
Unit and Allegation  Inquiry  6.8  $1.5 million  10.0  $2.3 million  
Management  Section  

AVSS/BWC Technology at  4.2  $10.2 million  6.0  $1.3 million  RJD  

AVSS Technology at LAC  - - 1.0  $3.5 million  

Total  22.8  $13.5 million  34.9  $10.1 million  
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Request Components, by Program 

This proposal also includes funding for camera installation at LAC as a proactive approach to 
address similar issues to those at RJD. The selection of these yards was based on the population 
demographics and the nature of the allegations received. This approach demonstrates the 
Department’s commitment to this strategy while balancing current budget constraints with the 
efficient use of state funds to focus on specific locations within the Department. This would provide 
CDCR the resources to immediately procure and deploy AVSS for Facilities B and D at LAC, which 
includes one Correctional Officer positon without relief and 269 fixed cameras. It is important to 
distinguish the LAC component will only include fixed camera AVSS on B and D yards. It will not be 
an institution-wide deployment, and there will not be a BWC component. Amongst its many 
attributes, AVSS at both RJD and LAC will be an important tool used to reduce contraband activity, 
investigate incidents of violence, and provide transparency into allegations of staff misconduct. 

Details regarding the specific tasks for each requested position can be found on Attachment E – 
Position Workload Analysis. 

E. Outcomes and Accountability 

The addition of AVSS and BWCs at RJD and AVSS at LAC will assist and/or result in: 

• Identifying and/or refer for prosecution employees, volunteers, contractors, attorneys, 
visitors, and inmates discovered introducing contraband into the institutions; 

• Identifying employee, volunteer, contractors, attorney, visitor, or inmate misconduct; 
• Enhancing the overall safety of the public, employees, volunteers, contractors, attorneys, 

visitors, and inmates; 
• Identifying inmates that are disruptive or do not want to participate in educational, 

vocational, or rehabilitative programs; 
• Deterring individuals from attempting to introduce drugs or contraband into the institutions; 
• Preventing narcotics from coming into a prison, which equals saving lives by reducing 

overdoses; 
• Promoting the public’s perception and trust through transparency and accountability; 
• Assisting in solving unseen crimes; 
• Additional evidence for RVR’s; 
• A way to confirm or refute inmate allegations; 
• Ability to identify victims of violence and aggressors; 
• Providing evidence for Use of Force reviews; 
• Objective and independent staff inquiries based on industry standards; 
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• Completion of thorough staff inquiries within required timeframes; 
• Appropriate referrals for staff discipline, including an increase in Direct Adverse Actions; and, 
• Thorough investigations once appropriate referrals for investigation are provided post-

inquiry. 
• Protect CDCR from erroneous allegations and save money by mitigating potential lawsuits. 
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Projected Outcomes* 

Workload Measure CY BY BY+1 

Reduce violent incidents by 20 
percent within 18 months of the 
complete installation of video 
surveillance equipment at 
institution in conjunction with 
various components of other 
interdiction efforts. 

Receipt of funding, 
beginning of 

project, at sites 
where 

implemented. 

Violent incidents 
reduced by 10 

percent at 
implemented sites. 

Violent incidents 
reduced by 20 

percent at 
implemented sites. 

Reduce contraband (drugs, 
cell phones) entering an 
institution by 20 percent within 
24 months of the complete 
installation of video 
surveillance equipment at 
each institution and in 
conjunction with various 
components of other 
interdiction efforts. 

Receipt of funding, 
beginning of 

project, at sites 
where 

implemented. 

Contraband 
entering institution 

reduced by 10 
percent at 

implemented sites. 

Contraband 
entering institution 

reduced by 20 
percent at 

implemented sites. 

Reduce number of inmate 
allegations of staff misconduct 
by 20 percent within 24 months 
in the institutions. Afford more 
transparency to substantiate or 
refute allegations of staff 
misconduct by 20 percent 
within the institutions in 
conjunction with the various 
components of other 
interdiction efforts. 

Receipt of funding, 
beginning of 

project, at sites 
where 

implemented. 

Number of inmate 
allegations of staff 

misconduct 
reduced by 10 

percent at 
implemented sites. 

Number of inmate 
allegations of staff 

misconduct 
reduced by 20 

percent at 
implemented sites. 

* Projected outcomes are being developed in coordination with DAI and may change depending on 
the availability of specific data. 

F. Analysis of All Feasible Alternatives 

Alternative 1: Implement AVSS and BWC technology at RJD including the MSF perimeter and areas 
of inmate path of travel and congregation, and AVSS at LAC B and D yards. In addition, approve 
positions to create the Staff Complaint Screening Process and expansion of AIMS to support the 
RJD workload and comply with the Armstrong court order at RJD. This alternative would cost 
approximately $13.5 million General Fund and 22.8 positions in 2020-21, $10.1 million General Fund 
and 34.9 positions in 2021-22, and $7.0 million General Fund and 34.9 positions in 2022-23 and 
ongoing. 

Pros: 
• Provides 24 x 7 comprehensive coverage for all areas where inmate movement and 

congregation occurs. 
• Provides body-worn camera audio/video coverage of custody staff interactions with 

inmates. 
• Provides additional supervisory component to ensure compliance with court order. 
• Deters criminal activities such as violent incidents, drug and contraband activity, and 

alleged staff misconduct. 



  
 

   
 

    
  

 
 

    
 

        
             

   
             

         
    

 
 

   
   

 
  

 
  

 
    

   
 

 
    
   

   
  

   
     

 
     

              
       

             
           

      
 

 
   
    

  
  

 
   

 
    

   

Analysis of  Problem  

• Monitors activities in inmate movement areas and institution/facility ground MSF 
perimeters. 

• Provides an objective record of incidents that can be used during investigations into 
allegations against inmates and staff. 

• Provides reforms to the staff complaint inquiry process in compliance with the Armstrong 
court order at RJD. 

Cons: 
• Results in additional General Fund costs. 

Alternative 2: Implement standard AVSS technology at two institutions (RJD and CIW) to include 
MSF perimeter and the areas of inmate path of travel and congregation, and at LAC B and D yards. 
In addition, approve positions to create the Staff Complaint Screening Process and expansion of 
AIMS to support the RJD workload and comply with the Armstrong court order at RJD. This 
alternative would cost approximately $17.0 million General Fund and 24.1 positions in 2020-21 and 
$10.4 million General Fund and 33.9 positions in 2021-22 and ongoing. 

Pros: 
• Provides 24 x 7 comprehensive coverage for all areas where inmate movement occurs. 
• Deters criminal activities such as violent incidents, drug and contraband activity, and 

alleged staff misconduct. 
• Monitors activities in inmate movement areas and institution/facility ground MSF 

perimeters. 
• Provides an objective record of incidents that can be used during investigations into 

allegations against inmates and staff. 
• Provides reforms to the staff complaint inquiry process in compliance with the Armstrong 

court order at RJD. 

Cons: 
• Does not provide BWC technology at RJD as required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide indefinite storage of incident footage involving class members as 

required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide additional supervisory component to ensure compliance with 

Armstrong court order. 
• Results in additional General Fund costs. 

Alternative 3: Implement standard AVSS technology at three institutions (RJD, CIW, SVSP) to include 
MSF perimeter and the areas of inmate path of travel and congregation, and at LAC B and D yards. 
In addition, approve positions to create the Staff Complain Screening Process and expansion of 
AIMS to support the RJD workload and comply with the Armstrong court order at RJD. This 
alternative would cost approximately $23.9 million General Fund and 24.8 positions in 2020-21 and 
$10.9 million General Fund and 34.9 positions in 2021-22 and ongoing. 

Pros: 
• Provides 24 x 7 comprehensive coverage for all areas where inmate movement occurs. 
• Deters criminal activities such as violent incidents, drug and contraband activity, and 

alleged staff misconduct. 
• Monitors activities in inmate movement areas and institution/facility ground MSF 

perimeters. 
• Provides an objective record of incidents that can be used during investigations into 

allegations against inmates and staff. 
• Provides reforms to the staff complaint inquiry process in compliance with the Armstrong 

court order at RJD. 



 
 

    
   

   
  

   
     

 
       

                 
      

      
          

      
 

 
   

 
    

   
   
     

 
 

    
   

   
  

   
 

  
  

 
 

  
 

      
 

 
   

 
   
   
     
     
     
   
   

 
  

 
    

   

Analysis of  Problem  

Cons: 
• Does not provide BWC technology at RJD as required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide indefinite storage of incident footage involving class members as 

required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide additional supervisory component to ensure compliance with 

Armstrong court order. 
• Results in additional General Fund costs. 

Alternative 4: Implement standard AVSS to provide coverage only in the visiting rooms, on yards, 
and of the MSF perimeter at RJD, SVSP, and CIW, and at LAC B and D yards. In addition, approve 
positions to create the Staff Complaint Screening Process and expansion of AIMS to support the 
RJD workload and comply with the Armstrong court order at RJD. This alternative would cost 
approximately $10.0 million General Fund and 19.3 positions in 2020-21 and $9.6 million General 
Fund and 29.9 position in 2021-22 and ongoing. 

Pros: 
• Provides video surveillance coverage in some areas where inmates travel and 

congregate in an institution. 
• Provides reforms to the staff complaint inquiry process in compliance with the Armstrong 

court order at RJD. 
• Requires a shorter timeframe for implementation. 
• Requires less resources than Alternatives 1, 2 and 3. 

Cons: 
• Does not provide BWC technology at RJD as required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide indefinite storage of incident footage involving class members as 

required by the Armstrong court order. 
• Does not provide additional supervisory component to ensure compliance with 

Armstrong court order. 
• Leaves areas within the institutions where inmates typically travel and congregate 

unmonitored by video surveillance. 
• Limits the ability to provide an objective record of incidents that can be used during 

investigations. 

G. Implementation Plan 

Please Refer to Attachment F – Implementation Plan for the AVSS technology Implementation 
Plan. 

H. Supplemental Information 

Attachment A – Data Tables 
Attachment B – Supplemental Reports 
Attachment C – Allegation Inquiry & Position Comparison (AIMS) 
Attachment D – Position Workload Analysis (AIMS) 
Attachment E – Position Workload Analysis 
Attachment F – Implementation Plan 
Attachment G – Executive Cost Estimate Summary 

I. Recommendation 

Alternative 1. Implement AVSS and BWC technology at RJD including the MSF perimeter and 
areas of inmate path of travel and congregation, and AVSS at LAC B and D yards. In addition, 



  
    

     
        

  

Analysis of  Problem  

provide positions to create the Staff Complaint Screening Process and expansion of AIMS to 
support the RJD workload and comply with the Armstrong court order at RJD. This alternative 
would cost approximately $13.5 million General Fund and 22.8 positions in 2020-21, $10.1 million 
General Fund and 34.9 positions in 2021-22, and $7.0 million General Fund and 34.9 positions in 
2022-23 and ongoing. 



 

 
  
  

 

  
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

         
       

         
 

 
      

       
       

       
   

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

        
        
        
        
        
        
    

       
    

       
        
         

         
       

BCP Fiscal Detail Sheet 
BCP Title: Armstrong Court Compliance 
BR Name: 5225-108-BCP-2021-GB 
Budget Request Summary 

Personal Services 
Personal Services FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

Positions - Permanent 22.8 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 
Total Positions 22.8 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 
Earnings - Permanent 0 3,498 3,498 3,498 3,498 3,498 
Salaries and Wages 
Overtime/Other 

0 99 0 0 0 0 

Total Salaries and Wages $0 $3,597 $3,498 $3,498 $3,498 $3,498 
Total Staff Benefits 0 2,000 1,999 1,999 1,999 1,999 
Total Personal Services $0 $5,597 $5,497 $5,497 $5,497 $5,497 
Operating Expenses and Equipment 
Operating Expenses and Equipment FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

5301 - General Expense 0 163 163 163 163 163 
5302 - Printing 0 22 22 22 22 22 
5304 - Communications 0 39 39 39 39 39 
5306 - Postage 0 10 10 10 10 10 
5320 - Travel: In-State 0 73 47 47 47 47 
5322 - Training 0 325 325 325 325 325 
5340 - Consulting and Professional Services -
External 0 301 33 33 33 33 
5340 - Consulting and Professional Services -
Interdepartmental 0 6 6 6 6 6 
5346 - Information Technology 0 1,552 476 476 476 476 
5368 - Non-Capital Asset Purchases - Equipment 0 44 29 29 29 29 
539X - Other 0 1,992 281 281 281 281 
Total Operating Expenses and Equipment $0 $4,527 $1,431 $1,431 $1,431 $1,431 



  

   
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

        

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

          
         

       

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

        
        
        
        
          

       
 

  

Analysis of Problem 

Total Budget Request 
Total Budget Request FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

Total Budget Request $0 $10,124 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 

Fund Summary 
Fund Source 
Fund Source FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

State Operations - 0001 - General Fund 0 10,124 6,928 6,928 6,928 6,928 
Total State Operations Expenditures $0 $10,124 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 
Total All Funds $0 $10,124 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 

Program Summary 
Program Funding 
Program Funding FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

4500027 - Internal Affairs 0 2,109 2,104 2,104 2,104 2,104 
4500039 - Information Technology 0 4,283 1,194 1,194 1,194 1,194 
4530010 - General Security 0 3,286 3,286 3,286 3,286 3,286 
4530028 - General Security Overtime 0 100 0 0 0 0 
4550051 - Division of Adult Institutions 0 346 344 344 344 344 
Total All Programs $0 $10,124 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 $6,928 



  

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

           
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    
       
    
       
         
         
          
          
          
          
          
          
         
         

       
   

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

           
           
           
           
           

Analysis of Problem 

Personal Services Details 
Positions 
Positions FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

1139 - Office Techn (Typing) (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1139 - Office Techn (Typing) (Eff. 11-01-2020) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 01-01-2021) 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 11-01-2020) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1405 - Info Tech Mgr I (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1405 - Info Tech Mgr I (Eff. 11-01-2020) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1414 - Info Tech Spec II (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1414 - Info Tech Spec II (Eff. 11-01-2020) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5393 - Assoc Govtl Program Analyst (Eff. 07-01-
2021) 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
5393 - Assoc Govtl Program Analyst (Eff. 11-01-
2020) 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9646 - Capt (Adult Institution) (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
9646 - Capt (Adult Institution) (Eff. 11-01-2020) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9656 - Corr Lieut (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 
9656 - Corr Lieut (Eff. 11-01-2020) 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9659 - Corr Sgt (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 
9659 - Corr Sgt (Eff. 11-01-2020) 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9662 - Corr Officer (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
9662 - Corr Officer (Eff. 11-01-2020) 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OT00 - Overtime (Eff. 07-01-2020) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OT00 - Overtime (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Positions 22.8 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 
Salaries and Wages 
Salaries and Wages FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

1139 - Office Techn (Typing) (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 43 43 43 43 43 
1139 - Office Techn (Typing) (Eff. 11-01-2020) 26 0 0 0 0 0 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 01-01-2021) 40 0 0 0 0 0 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 176 176 176 176 176 
1402 - Info Tech Spec I (Eff. 11-01-2020) 53 0 0 0 0 0 



  

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
         
         
         
         

        
 

  
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

        
        
          
        
   

       
          
        

   
   

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

        

 

Analysis of Problem 

Salaries and Wages FY21 
Current 

Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

1405 - Info Tech Mgr I (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 113 113 113 113 113 
1405 - Info Tech Mgr I (Eff. 11-01-2020) 68 0 0 0 0 0 
1414 - Info Tech Spec II (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 104 104 104 104 104 
1414 - Info Tech Spec II (Eff. 11-01-2020) 63 0 0 0 0 0 
5393 - Assoc Govtl Program Analyst (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 140 140 140 140 140 
5393 - Assoc Govtl Program Analyst (Eff. 11-01-2020) 84 0 0 0 0 0 
9646 - Capt (Adult Institution) (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 137 137 137 137 137 
9646 - Capt (Adult Institution) (Eff. 11-01-2020) 87 0 0 0 0 0 
9656 - Corr Lieut (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 930 930 930 930 930 
9656 - Corr Lieut (Eff. 11-01-2020) 582 0 0 0 0 0 
9659 - Corr Sgt (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 
9659 - Corr Sgt (Eff. 11-01-2020) 993 0 0 0 0 0 
9662 - Corr Officer (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 261 261 261 261 261 
9662 - Corr Officer (Eff. 11-01-2020) 108 0 0 0 0 0 
OT00 - Overtime (Eff. 07-01-2020) 557 0 0 0 0 0 
OT00 - Overtime (Eff. 07-01-2021) 0 99 0 0 0 0 
Total Salaries and Wages $2,661 $3,597 $3,498 $3,498 $3,498 $3,498 

Staff Benefits 
Staff Benefits FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

5150450 - Medicare Taxation 0 52 51 51 51 51 
5150500 - OASDI 0 35 35 35 35 35 
5150600 - Retirement - General 0 1,158 1,158 1,158 1,158 1,158 
5150800 - Workers' Compensation 0 126 126 126 126 126 
5150820 - Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) 
Employer Contributions 0 131 131 131 131 131 
5150900 - Staff Benefits - Other 0 498 498 498 498 498 
Total Staff Benefits $0 $2,000 $1,999 $1,999 $1,999 $1,999 
Total Personal Services 
Total Personal Services FY21 

Current 
Year 

FY21 
Budget 

Year 

FY21 
BY+1 

FY21 
BY+2 

FY21 
BY+3 

FY21 
BY+4 

Total Personal Services $2,661 $5,597 $5,497 $5,497 $5,497 $5,497 



  
 

Inmate Deaths Table 1 Attachment A 

Table 1:  Inmate Deaths in Institutions from Overdose from
             January 01, 2016 - July 15, 2020. 

Year Overdoses Resulting In Death 
2016 28 
2017 39 
2018 61 
2019 63 
2020 14 
Total 205 

Table 1 data obtained from CCHCS Clinical Support and Special 
Projects Unit 

1 



  

Contraband discovered Table 2 Attachment A 

Table 2: Contraband Discovered in Institutions from January 01, 2017 - June 30, 2020. 

Type of Contraband 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Cellular Telephones 16,175 16,091 13,450 6,046 
Heroin (lbs) 30.5 34.8 37.5 14.7 
Marijuana (lbs) 104.9 147.7 73.3 31.2 
Methamphetamines (lbs) 45.4 51.3 54.0 19.1 
Tobacco (lbs) 730.1 649.5 481.2 278.3 
Table 2 data obtained from CDCR’s Office of Research 
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Persons Prosecuted Table 3 Attachment A 

Table 3: Number of Persons Arrested for Attempting to Introduce
            Drugs,  Alcohol, or Contraband  - By Fiscal Year 

Fiscal Year Staff Visitors Non-Visitors Totals 
2014-15  6 211 51 268 
2015-16  7 224 51 282 
2016-17  9 221 32 262 
2017-18  4 269 57 330 
2018-19  10 286 56 352 
2019-20  5 186 47 238 
Totals  41         1,397 294        1,732 

Table 3 data obtained from CDCR’s Office of Research. 

3 



        

   
      

      
     

AVSS Impact Table 4 Attachment A 

Table 4: AVSS Data for CCWF and HDSP - February 01, 2018 to May 31, 2020 

Rules Violation Reports (RVR) Staff Complaints Incident Reports 

Institution 
Video 

Available Impact No Impact Video 
Available Impact No Impact Video 

Available Impact No Impact 

CCWF 1,244 907 724 371 322 142 980 391 560 
HDSP 2,923 1,679 1,358 190 231 5 963 662 307 
Totals 4,167 2,586 2,082 561 553 147 1,943 1,053 867 
Table 4 data obtained from CDCR’s Office of Research 

The data in Table 4 represents the number of times AVSS was available for Rule Violation Reports, Staff Complaints, and Incident 
Reports and if the video had an impact at CCWF and HDSP. A single video can be used in more than one Rule Violation Report. 
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Surveillance Camera Counts Table 5 Attachment A 

Table 5:  Surveillance Video Camera Counts by Location, Technology Type, Coverage  
              Areas and Operational Condition as of January 16, 2020. 

Institution IP 
Cameras 

Analog 
Cameras Coverage Areas (Primary) Operational 

Cameras (%) 
ASP 60 Visiting/Sally Ports 100% 
CAC 283 Various 100% 
CAL 68 66 Visiting/A Dining/B Yard 52% 
CCC 66 Visiting/Sally Ports 100% 
CCI 6 255 Visiting/Housing/Yard/Sally Ports 79% 
CCWF 
CEN 

526 Entire Institution 100% 
72 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports 83% 

CHCF 450 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports/Various 92% 
CIM 7 6 Towers/Yards 38% 
CIW 15 7 Visiting 100% 
CMC 125 Visiting/Admin 100% 
CMF 78 Visiting/Yards 31% 
COR 15 138 Visiting/ 100% 
CRC 40 17 Visiting/Yard/A Stairwell 82% 
CTF 55 Visiting/Yards 13% 
CVSP 29 Visiting/Yards 48% 
DVI 13 21 Visiting/Towers/Dorms 85% 
FSP 9 21 Visiting/Yards 93% 
HDSP 731 Entire Institution 100% 
ISP 18 Visiting/Sally Ports 50% 
KVSP 31 ASU/Towers 83% 
LAC 65 31 Visiting/Sally Ports 68% 
MCSP 315 30 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports 98% 
NKSP 36 Visiting/Sally Ports 83% 
PBSP 272 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports 35% 
PVSP 20 70 Visiting/Sally Ports 59% 
RJD 9 69 Visiting/Sally Ports 69% 
SAC 205 64 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports 91% 
SATF 132 Visiting/Sally Ports/ASU 88% 
SCC 49 42 Visiting/Yards 93% 
SOL 55 39 Visiting/Yards/Sally Ports 69% 
SQSP 71 204 Central Health Services Bldg. 100% 
SVSP 75 Visiting/Sally Ports 91% 
VSP 153 3 Visiting/Sally Ports/ASU/Housing 56% 
WSP 40 Visiting/Sally Ports 78% 
Total 3105 2172 77% 
Table 5 data obtained from CDCR’s Enterprise Information Services. 

5 



   
 

 

 
 

       
 

 

 

      
   

 

        
     

      
      

   
       

   
 

   
   

 

      
      

           
            

   

   
       

        
               

  

       
      

    

 

     
  

     
    

      

Attachment B 
Supplemental Reports 

These examples illustrate the evidence that audio and/or video recording technology provide the 
Department when criminal behavior occurs. 

Central California Women’s Facility 

Battery on a Prisoner 

On Monday, December 17, 2018, at approximately 1840 hours, staff reviewed the the Audio Video 
Surveillance System (AVSS) due to an inmate being found with injuries consistent with being involved in a 
physical altercation. 

On Monday, December 17, 2018 at approximately 1425 hours, while the dayroom was open, inmate #1 
walked into the inmate restroom. A few moments later two additional inmates, Inmates #2 and #3 
followed the first inmate to the inmate restroom. Once inmates #2 and #3 were positioned in front of the 
restroom, inmate #2 snuck into the inmate restroom behind inmate #1. The AVSS revealed that soon after 
inmate #2 entered the inmate restroom a struggle between the two inmates took place which could be 
seen through the mirror on the wall. CDCR believes that inmate #2 committed an act of battery against 
inmate #1 while inmate #3 staged outside of the restroom attempting to be the lookout for inmate #2 as 
she committed this act of battery. 

CDCR used the AVSS as the main source of evidence during the hearing which resulted in a guilty finding 
of Inmate #2 for Battery on an Inmate and #3 for Conspiracy to batter an inmate. 

Conduct which could lead to violence 

On Sunday, January 14, 2018, at approximately 1019 hours, an incident occurred (Battery on an Inmate 
with a Weapon) involving multiple inmates in the dayroom. Staff summoned a Code 2a/ response over 
the institutional radio, and activated a personal alarm device, providing an audible sound, and visual alert 
in the building. During the incident, responding staff gave multiple verbal orders to the involved and non-
involved inmates identified in the incident to "get down," with negative results for compliance. 

On January 17, 2018, a review of the video recorded footage of the incident showed an inmate attempting 
to obstruct staff from performing their duties. Numerous inmates in the dayroom were provided several 
verbal orders to "get back" and to "move away and get down" from the area, which was met with negative 
compliance. Due to the magnitude of the incident, positive identification of the inmates who failed to get 
down as ordered was not possible. 

The video recorded footage of the incident showed an inmate attempting to obstruct staff from the 
performance of their duties. As a result of the video evidence, the inmate was found guilty of Behavior 
Which Could Lead to Violence. 

Battery on a Peace Officer 

On Friday, March 15, 2019, at approximately 1905 hours, the Facility C Sergeant heard a Correctional 
Officer call a Code 1, “gassing,” via institutional radio followed by an audible alarm sound from the unit. 
The Sergeant responded and observed the front of officer’s uniform pants wet with an unknown liquid. 
The Officer reported while he was conducting an unlock, an inmate threw an unknown liquid on his person 
striking him in the left eye, face, and upper torso. 

1 



   
 

 

 
 

    
   

  

     
        

    
      

       
        

    
      

       
  

       
  

 

  

      
      

    
    

      
   

 

    

   
     

      
       

    

           
     

    
     

    
      

      
   

 

Attachment B 
Supplemental Reports 

The reviewed AVSS footage shows the inmate throwing an unknown liquid at the officer. This evidence 
was used in the findings portion of the Rules Violation Report. 

Assault on a Peace Officer 

On Saturday, April 20, 2019, there was a disruptive inmate in building 503 dayroom. There were two 
inmates on the second tier being disruptive and refusing to comply with orders. The inmates ran to the 
center part of the tier. One inmate pushed a utility cart down the stairs towards the responding officer 
while the other inmate was encouraging her to do it. The cart missed the officer by approximately 2-3 
feet with the cart stopping approximately 4-5 feet past the officer. The inmates ran and climbed over the 
safety rail on the top tier as if they were going to jump, while still refusing to comply with orders to get 
down. The inmates started to run towards the middle of the tier when another officer deployed an OC 
Blast grenade which landed in front of the inmates forcing them to run back. One of the inmates picked 
up a wet floor safety cone from in front of cells and threw it over the rail in the officer’s direction, missing 
by approximately one foot. 

Review of the AVSS footage clearly shows the inmate pushed the cart down the stairs and then threw the 
"Wet Floor" sign at the officer. 

High Desert State Prison 

Arrest of a Non-Prisoner (Visitor) 

On January 6, 2019, at approximately 1427 hours, the approved visitor of an inmate was arrested. Utilizing 
the AVSS, staff observed the inmate receive a suspected controlled substance from his visitor.  The 
Investigative Services Unit responded and found the inmate in possession of 8 grams of 
methamphetamine. The inmate was rehoused in the Short Term Restricted Housing unit. 

The visitor was processed into the county jail. The inmate postponed the adjudication of the Rules 
Violation Report pending the outcome of the referral for felony prosecution by the District Attorney’s 
Office. 

Fighting Resulting in SBI – UOF (OC, Baton, 40MM) 

On August 22, 2018, at approximately 1035 hours, a staff member in A-Facility observed two inmates 
striking each other in the head and facial areas. Multiple orders to stop fighting were ignored resulting in 
the use of force.  Due to an injury to the top of one of the inmate’s head, he was transported to medical 
and later to an outside medical facility for further care. After a review of the AVSS, the inmate is observed 
walking up to the other inmate and with his right fist striking him in the facial area. 

A review of the AVSS was conducted which was utilized as evidence in the RVR hearing. Inmate “A” stated 
he was the victim which was substantiated by the AVSS. However, during a review of the AVSS, upon staff 
arriving to the incident “A” the opportunity to separate from Inmate “B” and stop his actions. Inmate “A” 
ignored staff's orders to stop and continued his actions striking Inmate “B” with his fist. At that point in 
time Inmate “A” is no longer the victim and had become the aggressor. The AVSS clearly shows Inmate 
“A” engaged in violence as his actions were aggressive in nature as he ignored staffs orders and attempted 
to strike Inmate “B”. Therefore, Inmate “A” was found guilty for fighting. Assessed a credit loss of 61-
days and loss of yard recreation privileges for 30-days. 

2 



   
 

 

 
 

 

  
             

       
        

          
                

    

     
    

    
      

 

 

    
       

     
        

  

Attachment B 
Supplemental Reports 

Attempted Murder 

On October 19, 2018, at approximately 1009 hours, staff observed two inmates stabbing another inmate 
with metal weapons near the workout area closest to the handball courts. The victim attempted to elude 
the attack from the two suspects as they continued to stab the victim. The victim was bleeding profusely 
from his upper torso and head/neck area. Responding staff arrived and ordered the suspects and victim 
to get down. Both the suspects and victim complied with staff orders. The video evidence clearly depicted 
their use of deadly weapons, which caused such serious wounds to the victim that the doctor on duty was 
fearful the victim may die. 

This case was referred and accepted by the District Attorney’s Office for felony prosecution.  Both inmates 
determined not to postpone their Administrative hearing pending the outcome of referral for prosecution. 
Both inmates pled guilty and were found guilty by a Senior Hearing Official of Attempted Murder of an 
Inmate and were assessed a credit loss of 181 days. 

Footnote: 
a/There are three levels of Alarms, Code 1, Code 2, and Code 3. The On-Site Responder (first staff member 
on the scene) will transmit via radio the circumstances of the alarm and the level of response required 
(the more inmates involved/magnitude of the incident/alarm necessitates more staff response). Simply 
put, Code 1 is staff from immediate area. Code 2 is staff from the entire facility. Code 3 is staff from the 
whole institution. 
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Attachment C 

Allegation Inquiry Management Section 
Allegation Inquiry Annual Projections and Position Request Comparison 

Allegation Inquiry Categories 1 Total Received 
as of 10/23/2020 2 

Projected Total 
Received Annually 3 

Projected Total 
AIMS Inquiry at RJD 

(27% of Annual) 4 

Total Position 
Request by Category 5 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 7 9 2.3 0.05 
ADA Non-Compliance Log 15 18 5.0 0.10 
Correspondence 25 31 8.3 0.17 
Healthcare 138 170 45.9 0.91 
Appeals 531 654 176.5 3.51 
Use of Force 61 75 75.1 1.49 
Prison Rape Elimination Act 21 26 25.8 0.51 
Plaintiffs Declarations 133 164 163.7 3.26 

TOTAL 931 1,146 502.5 10.00 

1 Allegation Inquiry Categories displays the different inquiry categories. 
2 Total Received as of 10/23/2020 is the actual amount received by AIMS through October 23, 2020 or 9.75 months of the calendar year. 
3 Projected Total Received Annually is the Total Received as of 10/23/2020, divided by 9.75 for a monthly count, then multiplied by 12 for a
     full-year projection. 
4 Projected Total AIMS Inquiry at RJD (27% of Annual) is calculated to be 27% of the Projected Total Received Annually, and is based on the current
     inquiry rate as displayed in the Total Received as of 10/23/2020. 
5 Total Position Request by Category reflects the associated positions as a combined total for Captain, Lieutenant, Associate Governmental
     Program Analyst, and Office Technician. The fractional counts are the combined total position equivalencies compared to each category. 
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AIMS Workload Analysis Attachment D 

Captain - OIA (AIMS) 

Under the direction of the Chief Deputy Administrator, the Staff Complaint Captain 
will manage and direct the day-to-day activities of seven lieutenants. The Captain 
assigns and provides daily assistance to the Lieutenants relative to the staff complaint 
inquiry process and reviews staff complaint reports.  The Captain will provide policy 
direction relative to sensitive and/or complex staff complaints and will refer 
allegations of staff misconduct to the Chief Deputy Administrator. 

Classification: Captain TASKS PER YEAR HOURS PER TASK ANNUAL HOURS 
Staff Complaint Inquiries 
Assign/Manage Staff Complaint Inquiries 502.50 0.25 125.63 
Inquiry Conferences with Institutional Staff and Lieutenants 502.50 1.00 502.50 
Monthly Statistical and Status Reports 7.00 2.00 14.00 
Participate in Inquiry Interviews 125.50 2.00 251.00 
Participate in Initial Inquiry Conference 502.50 1.00 502.50 
On-the-Job Training 7.00 40.00 280.00 
Personnel Management and Training 7.00 2.00 14.00 
Review/Edit Reports 502.50 4.00 2,010.00 
Meet with Lieutenants to Discuss Inquiry and Review Report 502.50 1.00 502.50 
Meet with Office of Inspector General 251.25 2.00 502.50 
Monitor Lieutenant Performance 7.00 3.00 21.00 
Travel to Institutions 52.00 5.00 260.00 
Special Projects 24.00 1.00 24.00 
Professional Development 1 

Correctional Peace Officer Standards and Training, Investigative and Interrogation 
Techniques (Office of Internal Affairs Requirement) 

1.00 40.00 40.00 

Annual Block Training and Office of Internal Affairs Peace Officer Training 1.00 50.50 50.50 
Leadership Development and Supervision Courses (Executive Leadership Institute, 
etc.) 

1.00 40.00 40.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform  Duties 2 5,009.63 

Total Positions Projected 3 2.82 

Total Position Request 4 1.00 

1 Professional Development training requirements and hours included for reference; however, this is not calculated as part of the Total Position Request. 
2 Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform Duties reflects the total hours under Staff Complaint Inquiries. 
3 Total Positions Projected reflects the standard PY calculation based on the total hours above. 
4 Total Position Request reflects an adjustment to the Total Hours and Total Positions projected. While the standard calculation formula reflects a higher position
    request, CDCR has applied a reduction of hours down to 1,776 hours and will attempt to work through the initial workload expansion with a reduced position request. 
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AIMS Workload Analysis Attachment D 

Lieutenant - OIA (AIMS) 

Under the direction of a Captain, the Lieutenants will conduct staff complaint 
inquiries at their assigned institutions, review staff complaint requests, and 
manage a caseload of inquiries ensuring efficiency, timeliness, and 
completeness. The Lieutenant will review and compile information relative to 
an assigned staff complaint and identify possible staff misconduct. 

Classification: Lieutenant TASKS PER YEAR HOURS PER TASK ANNUAL HOURS 
Staff Complaint Inquiries 
Receive and Complete Initial Inquiry Analysis, Conference, and Plan 502.50 2.50 1,256.25 
Gather Evidence and Documents, including screening of digital evidence 502.50 2.00 1,005.00 
Add Witnesses/Allegations, if Applicable (includes identifying witnesses) 502.50 4.00 2,010.00 
Conduct Interviews of Inmates, Witnesses, and Subjects, including Notice of Interview 
Service and Memorandum of Understanding, Section 9.09(D) Notification 251.00 4.00 1,004.00 

Communicate and Interact with Supervisory Staff, Email, and Telephone 502.50 2.00 1,005.00 
Prepare Inquiry Files, Photocopy, Duplicate Audios and Videos 502.50 2.00 1,005.00 
Prepare Inquiry Report 502.50 6.00 3,015.00 
Report Review Process Including Meeting with Captain, Follow Up, and Editing Inquiry 
Report 

502.50 6.00 3,015.00 

Update Allegation Inquiry Database 502.50 2.00 1,005.00 
Travel to Institution (Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility, 2-3x/week) 156.00 5.00 780.00 
Professional Development 1 

Lieutenants Academy 1.00 40.00 40.00 
Advanced Supervision 1.00 40.00 40.00 
Correctional Peace Officer Standards and Training - Investigative and Interrogation 
Techniques (Office of Internal Affairs Requirement) 

1.00 40.00 40.00 

Annual Block Training and Office of Internal Affairs Peace Officer Training 1.00 50.50 50.50 
Prison Rape Elimination Act, Local Designated Investigator Inquiry Training 1.00 8.00 8.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform  Duties 2 15,100.25 

Total Positions Projected 3 8.50 

Total Position Request 4 7.00 

1 Professional Development training requirements and hours included for reference; however, this is not calculated as part of the Total Position Request. 
2 Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform Duties reflects the total hours under Staff Complaint Inquiries. 
3 Total Positions Projected reflects the standard PY calculation based on the total hours above. 
4 Total Position Request reflects an adjustment to the Total Hours and Total Positions projected. While the standard calculation formula reflects a higher position
    request, CDCR has applied a reduction of hours down to 12,432 hours and will attempt to work through the initial workload expansion with a reduced position request. 
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AIMS Workload Analysis Attachment D 

Associate Governmental Program Analyst - OIA (AIMS) 
Under the direction of the OIA HQs Chief, the Associate Governmental Program 
Analyst will coordinate and organize the staff complaint screenings and is responsible 
for performing technical and analytical tasks related to the staff complaint screening. 
The Associate Governmental Program Analyst will also prepare reports, 
correspondence and compile statistical data. 

Classification: Associate Governmental Program Analyst TASKS PER YEAR HOURS PER TASK ANNUAL HOURS 
Staff Complaint Inquiries 
Receive Organize and Input Staff Complaint Inquiries 1,146.00 0.50 573.00 
Screen for Allegation Processing Determination 1,146.00 1.00 1,146.00 
Email and Telephone Correspondence with Hiring Authorities 1,146.00 0.50 573.00 
Update database (2140 Log) 1,146.00 0.50 573.00 
Create, Compile, and Present Statistical Data and Monthly Reports 24.00 1.00 24.00 
Professional Development 1 

Mandatory Annual Non-Custody Training 1.00 40.00 40.00 
Analytical Allegation Screening Training 1.00 40.00 40.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform  Duties 2 2,889.00 

Total Positions Projected 3 1.63 

Total Position Request 4 1.00 

1 Professional Development training requirements and hours included for reference; however, this is not calculated as part of the Total Position Request. 
2 Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform Duties reflects the total hours under Staff Complaint Inquiries. 
3 Total Positions Projected reflects the standard PY calculation based on the total hours above. 
4 Total Position Request reflects an adjustment to the Total Hours and Total Positions projected. While the standard calculation formula reflects a higher position
    request, CDCR has applied a reduction of hours down to 1,776 hours and will attempt to work through the initial workload expansion with a reduced position request. 
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AIMS Workload Analysis Attachment D 

Office Technician -  OIA (AIMS) 
Under the direction of the Captains, the Office Technicians will provide clerical 
assistance to each Staff Complaint Operations field office. The Office Technicians will 
also provide administrative support to the unit, update and maintain the database 
tracking system, and edit inquiry reports. 
Classification: Office Technician TASKS PER YEAR HOURS PER TASK ANNUAL HOURS 
Staff Complaint Inquiries 
Log Staff Complaint Inquiries 502.00 1.00 502.00 
Review, Track, and Sort Daily Correspondence 502.00 1.00 502.00 
Screen complaints against staff 502.00 1.00 502.00 
Answer and Field Telephone Calls and Emails 800.00 1.00 800.00 
Create, compile, and present statistical data 24.00 2.00 48.00 
Update Database 502.00 0.50 251.00 
Personnel Management and Training 36.00 1.00 36.00 
Special Assignments 12.00 1.00 12.00 
Professional Development 1 

Mandatory Annual Non-Custody Training 1.00 40.00 40.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform  Duties 2 2,653.00 

Total Positions Projected 3 1.49 

Total Position Request 4 1.00 

1 Professional Development training requirements and hours included for reference; however, this is not calculated as part of the Total Position Request. 
2 Total Hours Projected Annually to Perform Duties reflects the total hours under Staff Complaint Inquiries. 
3 Total Positions Projected reflects the standard PY calculation based on the total hours above. 
4 Total Position Request reflects an adjustment to the Total Hours and Total Positions projected. While the standard calculation formula reflects a higher position
    request, CDCR has applied a reduction of hours down to 1,776 hours and will attempt to work through the initial workload expansion with a reduced position request. 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Correctional Officer - DAI 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of Tasks 

per Year 
Number of 
Institutions 

Number of 
Hours per Year 

Serves as the video surveillance liaison to local IT and requests the 
necessary access for new users based on their job function. 

0.50 222.5 1               111.25 

Verifies operability of all hardware and software.  Facilitate and coordinate 
resolution of any issues with local IT support staff. 

0.50 222.5 1               111.25 

Monitors inmate activity for suspicious behavior. 3.00 222.5 1               667.50 
Performs follow-up investigation work pertaining to criminal conduct 
captured by video surveillance footage. 

2.50 222.5 1               556.25 

Evaluates the video surveillance process, prepare summaries of activities 
and provide statistical information to institutional administrators and 
headquarters. 

0.50 222.5 1               111.25 

Provides training to institutional staff on how to operate the video 
surveillance system (e.g., where cameras and monitors are located, 
operation of a point tilt zoom cameras, etc.). 

0.50 222.5 1               111.25 

Provides training to institutional staff on how to collect (download) video 
surveillance footage and how to process video surveillance footage as 
evidence, per procedure. 

0.50 222.5 1               111.25 

Total Hours Projected Annually                 1,780 
Total Positions Projected                     1.0 
Two positions total- one for RJD, one for LAC.                     2.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Correctional Officer - DAI 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of Tasks 

per Year 
Number of 
Institutions 

Number of Hours 
per Year 

Serves as the Body-Worn Camera (BWC) liaison to local IT and requests the 
necessary access for new users based on their job function. 

0.50 222.5 1                   111.25 

Verifies operability of all BWC hardware and software.  Facilitate and 
coordinate resolution of any BWC issues with local IT support staff. 

0.50 222.5 1                   111.25 

Reviews and exports BWC footage of events which require retention, per 
policy. 

3.00 222.5 1                   667.50 

Performs follow-up investigation work pertaining to criminal conduct 
captured by BWCs. 

2.50 222.5 1                   556.25 

Evaluates the BWC process, prepare summaries of activities and provide 
statistical information to institutional administrators and headquarters. 

0.50 222.5 1                   111.25 

Provides training to institutional staff on how to operate the BWC system 
(e.g., BWC operation, maintenance, BWC policy, etc.). 

0.50 222.5 1                   111.25 

Provides training to institutional staff on how to collect (download) BWC 
footage and how to process BWC footage as evidence, per procedure. 

0.50 222.5 1                   111.25 

Total Hours Projected Annually                      1,780 
Total Positions Projected                          1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Information Technology Specialist II - EIS/SCVS Team 

Specific Task Hours to 
Complete Task 

Number of 
Tasks per Year 

Number of 
Hours per Year 

Monitor and track all project expenditures and invoices.                     8.00 12                   96.00 
Conduct monthly executive steering committee meetings                     4.00 12                   48.00 
Draft regular status reports for EIS executives and control agency.                     2.00 52                 104.00 
Conduct and attend regular status meetings with team members and vendor                     4.00 52                 208.00 
Monitor and track all project schedules.                     4.00 52                 208.00 
Draft and modify project authority and budget request documents; coordinate review 
and approval with internal stakeholders

                  16.00 12                 192.00 

Receive and review all requests and inquiries related to video surveillance                   24.00 12                 288.00 
Monitor status of projects, efforts managed by SCVS PMs.                   12.00 12                 144.00 
Discuss solutions and progress on resolving new or ongoing issues with SCVS team 
members

                  24.00 12                 288.00 

Review Service Bulletins and Change Control Notifications                     2.00 12                   24.00 
Request and obtain input/approval from Business Stakeholder for issues, requests, 
etc. as needed.

                    4.00 12                   48.00 

Monitor and track project risks and issues, and escalate critical items to executives 
when needed.

                  10.00 12                 120.00 

Submit Purchase Requisitions, Review Purchase Orders, and process Goods Receipts                     4.00 12                   48.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                   1,816 
Total Positions Projected                       1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Information Technology Manager I - EIS/CISS Team 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of Tasks 

per Year 
Number of Hours 

per Year 

Monitor and track all CISS contracts, expenditures, and invoices, including 
those for the Statewide Correctional Video Surveillance (SCVS), Managed 
Access System (MAS), digital forensics, and other Contraband Interdiction and 
Safety Solutions (CISS) efforts, to ensure CISS operates within the authorized 
budget.

                  1.50 48                      72.00 

In cooperation with stakeholders, formulate and administer CDCR IT policy 
regarding audio/video surveillance systems (AVSS), data classification and 
Data Loss Prevention (DLP), digital forensics, MAS, and other CISS IT services.

                  2.00 48                      96.00 

Prepare and represent CISS at agency IT architecture, standards, and solutions 
engineering meetings.

                  3.00 48                   144.00 

Represent CISS to internal and external partners and participate in monthly 
executive steering committee meetings.

                  2.00 24                      48.00 

Review and finalize regular status reports for EIS executives and control 
agency regarding all CISS efforts including AVSS, DLP, digital forensics, and 

                  2.00 48                      96.00 

Conduct regular status meetings with team members, contractor staff, and 
vendors.

                  1.00 96                      96.00 

Monitor and direct all project schedules and teams within CISS to ensure 
business objectives are met and scheduled milestones are achieved.

                  2.00 48                      96.00 

Modify and finalize project authority, project status, and special project report 
documents; coordinate review and approval with internal and external 
stakeholders.

                  2.50 24                      60.00 

Establish relationships with multi-disciplinary stakeholders such as  Division of 
Adult Institutions, Office of Internal Affairs, Office of Correctional Safety, 
Information Security Office, and others to determine strategic direction and 
plan future enhancements of CISS services.

                  2.00 96                   192.00 

Manage CISS technical staff with a wide variance of knowledge, ability, and 
responsibility for services such as AVSS, DLP, digital forensics, MAS, and 
contraband interdiction technologies.

                  2.00 146                   292.00 

Review and approve new solutions with stakeholders and ensure alignment 
with overall CDCR and EIS strategy.

                24.00 12                   288.00 

Discuss solutions and monitor progress on resolving new or ongoing issues 
with the AVSS, MAS, DLP, and other CISS services.

                  2.00 60                   120.00 

Attend conferences and industry events to evaluate new developments in 
technology and practices related to CISS services.

                36.00 2                      72.00 

Monitor and track project risks and issues and escalate critical items to 
executives when needed.

                  1.50 48                      72.00 

Review Service Bulletins and Change Control Notifications to identify potential 
impacts to the AVSS, MAS, DLP, and other CISS services.

                  0.30 24                        7.20 

Review and approve Purchase Requisitions, Purchase Orders, and Contracts as 
needed.

                  1.00 36                      36.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                      1,787 
Total Positions Projected                          1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Information Technology Specialist I - EIS/CSFO RJD Team 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of Tasks 

per Year 
Number of Hours 

per Year 
Manage all aspects of changes to the system during operations. This includes 
configuration of the video management software (VMS) to meet initial and 
changing business needs, managing processes and procedures for requesting 
access and changes to the system, providing ongoing training for users of the 
system and provisioning staff to access the system appropriately.

                      2.00 70                     140.00 

Configure and issue replacement BWC equipment to custody staff in a timely 
manner when issues are discovered and coordinate the repair or replacement of 
broken BWCs with EIS CISS.

                      2.00 120                     240.00 

Conduct regular inspections to confirm that AVSS/BWC surveillance solution 
meets expectations and is functioning normally.

                    24.00 10                     240.00 

Coordinate repair and installation activities with institution staff to ensure timely 
completion of tasks and mitigate negative impacts to institutional operations.

                      8.00 10                       80.00 

Attend and participate in meetings with EIS, CISS, and various AVSS/BWC project 
stakeholders.

                      2.00 20                       40.00 

Monitor camera performance, equipment condition, camera views, focus, etc., to 
ensure consistent and appropriate performance.

                      8.00 10                       80.00 

Review and triage all incoming Remedy requests related to AVSS/BWC problems 
and issues. Resolve low level issues and redirect higher level support requests to 
EIS CISS for resolution.

                      5.00 100                     500.00 

Troubleshoot reported AVSS/BWC issues and coordinate appropriate resolutions 
with EIS CISS as necessary.

                      4.00 47                     188.00 

Coordinate and facilitate resolution of AVSS/BWC issues with vendor and 
contractor staff.

                    12.00 10                     120.00 

Provide onsite support to resolve significant AVSS/BWC system issues in 
coordination with EIS CISS.

                    16.00 10                     160.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                       1,788 
Total Positions Projected                            1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Information Technology Specialist I - EIS/EDS 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of Tasks 

per Year 
Number of Hours 

per Year 
Create mobile app solution to digitze the daily Sergeant audit log                   400.00 1                    400.00 

Configure workflows to collect and route information between IT 
systems

                  100.00 1                    100.00 

Make modifications and enhahcements to the audit log based on 
Sergeant feedback, Legal requirements and Legislative changes

                      2.00 52                    104.00 

Troubleshoot connectivity and data quality issues                       4.00 52                    208.00 
Provide assistance to training team, train the trainer, create user guides                       2.00 52                    104.00 
Create operational reports and dashboards based on the data collected 
via the audit logs

                      8.00 52                    416.00 

Work with local IT at the Institution, Network engineering and 
Infrastructure teams to deploy the same solution to all CDCR institutions

                    24.00 12                    288.00 

Upgrade, patch, secure and maintain mobile apps and servers                       2.00 12                      24.00 
Draft regular status reports for EIS executives and control agency.                       4.00 12                      48.00 

Conduct and attend regular status meetings with team members and 
vendor

                    10.00 12                    120.00 

Monitor and track all project schedules.                       4.00 12                      48.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                      1,860 
Total Positions Projected                          1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Associate Governmental Program Analyst - DAI 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of 

Tasks per Year 
Number of 
Institutions 

Number of 
Hours per Year 

The AGPA analyzes and compiles data to determine trends by producing 
spreadsheets, graphs, and charts. 

3.00 104.0 1.0                  312.00 

Bi-monthly, the AGPA submits findings, relays status of reports, and 
supplies recommendations to the SSM I, Chief Deputy Warden, and 
Warden, to be presented to the Use of Force, (UOF), Committee. 

3.00 24.0 1.0                    72.00 

Prepares regular progress reports including identification of potential 
problems, training needs, and recommendations for resolution and plans 
of implementation to be reviewed by the UOF SSM I; these 
recommendations are to be presented to Executive Staff for final review 

3.00 156.0 1.0                  468.00 

The AGPA reviews, writes, and recommends policy, procedural, and/or 
training revisions when necessary. Reviews inmate allegations regarding 
the UOF for consistency with staff reports and other evidence in relations 
to the reported event. 

3.00 104.0 1.0                  312.00 

Attends weekly Institution Executive Review Committee, In-Cell Assault 
Review, and Staff Assault Review Committees, with SSM I, to review all 
incidents as required. Schedules Committee meetings and ensures 
adherence to time constraints, corresponding policies, directives, and the 
Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding. 

3.00 156.0 1.0                  468.00 

Assists with providing training and consultation to custody staff, 
supervisors, and management, relative to the UOF policy and related local 
and Departmental policies and procedures. 

3.00 52.0 1.0                  156.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                    1,788 
Total Positions Projected                         1.0 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Correctional Sergeant - DAI 

Specific Task 
Hours to 

Complete Task 
Number of 

Tasks per Year 
Number of 
Institutions 

Number of 
Hours per Year 

Assists the institution’s ADAC by providing daily supervision and On-the-Job Training (OJT) to 
Correctional Officers and staff on assigned facilities, regarding providing necessary 
accommodations for disabled inmates to ensure equal access to programs, services and 
activities; and to ensure non-discrimination based on a disability. 

1.00 1,700.0 1.0               1,700.00 

Works with institutional staff in the implementation of departmental DPP policies affecting all 
institutional operations and processes, such as grievances and reasonable accommodation 
requests; appropriate housing; work and program assignments; access to health care services 
and Durable Medical Equipment (DME); access to libraries and recreational programs. 

0.75 1,700.0 1.0               1,275.00 

Assists disabled inmates from staff and the ADA Inmate Assistance Program; effective 
communication; unlocks and movements; disability vests and alarm procedures; count 
procedures, searches and evacuations; requirements for due process proceedings; 
Transportation and Receiving and Release (R&R). 

1.00 1,700.0 1.0               1,700.00 

Conducts daily tours of housing units to provide supervision and ensure staff are complying 
with DPP requirements, such as obtaining updated inmate disability rosters; ensuring inmates 
are appropriately housed/not housed in Administrative Segregation Unit due to a lack of 
accessible beds. 

2.00 1,700.0 1.0               3,400.00 

Provide effective communication for verbal announcements to hearing impaired inmates; 
provide safe entry and exit through doors for inmates who require extra time; priority access 
to disabled inmates who require use of the ADA shower; access to portable shower chairs 
and/or shower hoses; provide incontinent inmates with additional showers and laundry, 
when needed; ensure DME is transferred during bed moves; ensure structural features and 
equipment is operable and ADA Work Requests are generated, when necessary. 

0.50 1,700.0 1.0                  850.00 

Ensure compliance with disability vest policies and get down procedures during alarms; 
special cuffing for inmates with a physical disability or functional limitation, when prescribed 
by health care staff; reasonable accommodations are provided during searches, when 
necessary; ensuring monthly wheelchair inspections are completed and necessary repairs 
referred to health care staff; ensuring interim accommodations are provided, when deemed 
necessary via the Reasonable Accommodation Panel (RAP) process; ensuring new arrival 
Orientation is effectively communicated, consistent with the inmate’s disability; ensuring ADA 
Inmate Workers are trained and available to assist disabled inmates; ensuring Talking Books 
are provided to approved inmates; and ensuring access to the Video Relay Service (VRS)/ 
Teletypewriter (TTY). 

0.50 1,700.0 1.0                  850.00 

Conducts daily tours of areas outside housing units to provide supervision and ensure staff 
are complying with DPP requirements, such as access to accessible tables in dining rooms; 
reasonable accommodations are provided during searches at Work Changes; reasonable 
accommodations are provided for transportation within the institution to remote locations, 
including health care services and R&R; appropriate vehicles are used during outside 
Transportation; access is provided to the Law Library. 

0.50 1,700.0 1.0                  850.00 

Conducts frequent interviews with disabled inmates to inquire if they are being provided 
equal access to programs, services and activities; responds to requests for interviews; assists 
the RAP with inmate and staff interviews and provides necessary interim accommodations. 
Semi-annually, checks for Housing Unit Officers Post Orders for required DPP information. 

1.00 1,700.0 1.0               1,700.00 

Monthly, meets with hearing impaired inmates who require Sign Language Interpreters to 
inquire about access issues. Weekly, meets with the Inmate Advisory Council (IAC), including 
the inmate ADA representative. 

0.25 1,700.0 1.0                  425.00 

Daily, checks the movement sheet for departure and arrival of disabled inmates, ensuring all 
DME is recorded and provided/transferred with inmates. Daily, meets with the Field Training 
Lieutenant to discuss issues, concerns and necessary corrective actions; and, to report any 
ADA violations. 

1.00 1,700.0 1.0               1,700.00 

Assists with non-compliance inquires, as assigned, for the Allegation Log Tracking System. 
Assists the ADAC with CDCR 1824, Reasonable Accommodation Requests. Submits reports of 
internal audits on DPP processes, systems and general ADA compliance. Assists in identifying 
corrective measures in response to audits and monitoring tours. Participates on statewide 
conference calls, and performs other duties as assigned/required to ensure the institution’s 
compliance with Federal and State laws and department policies and procedures involving 
the DPP and the Court’s Orders. 

1.00 1,700.0 1.0               1,700.00 

Total Hours Projected Annually                  16,150 
Total Positions Projected 9.1 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Correctional Lieutenant - DAI 

Specific Task Hours to 
Complete Task 

Number of 
Tasks per Year 

Number of 
Institutions 

Number of 
Hours per Year 

Assists the institution’s ADAC by providing daily supervision of the Field Training Correctional 
Sergeants, regarding providing necessary accommodations for disabled inmates to ensure equal 
access to programs, services and activities; and to ensure non-discrimination based on a 
disability. Provides expertise and functional guidance to the institution on departmental ARP and 
CRP policies. 

1.00 100.0 1.0               100.00 

Works with institutional staff in the implementation of departmental DPP and DDP policies 
affecting all institutional operations and processes, such as grievances and reasonable 
accommodation requests; appropriate housing; work and program assignments; access to health 
care services and Durable Medical Equipment (DME); access to libraries and recreational 
programs; available assistance to disabled inmates from staff and the ADA Inmate Assistance 
Program; effective communication; unlocks and movements; disability vests and alarm 
procedures; count procedures, searches and evacuations; the provision of adaptive supports for 
inmates in the DDP; requirements for due process proceedings; Transportation and Receiving 
and Release (R&R). 

1.00 200.0 1.0               200.00 

Conducts daily tours of housing units to monitor overall compliance of the DPP and DDP and 
reports those findings, as well as ADA violations to the ADAC. Monitoring shall include but not be 
limited to, ensuring inmates are appropriately housed/not housed in Administrative Segregation 
Unit due to a lack of accessible beds; staff are providing effective communication to hearing 
impaired inmates for announcements over the Public Address system. 

1.00 250.0 1.0               250.00 

Provide reasonable accommodations when necessary during searches; prescribed DME is 
transferred during bed moves, and provided to inmates for in-cell use; staff are providing 
adaptive supports for inmates in the DDP, and appropriately documenting on the inmate’s 
Adaptive Support Logs; staff are providing relevant adaptive supports based on the inmate’s 
CDCR 128C-2, Developmental Disability Program Screening Results, where the circumstances 
allow staff to provide prompts/assistance/reminders to correct the behavior during rules 

1.00 100.0 1.0               100.00 

Conducts daily tours of areas outside housing units to monitor overall compliance of the DPP and 
DDP and reports those findings, as well as ADA violations to the ADAC. Monitoring shall include 
but not be limited to, ensuring reasonable accommodations are provided when necessary during 
searches at Work Change; work locations are accessible and supervisors are providing 
reasonable accommodations, when necessary; reasonable accommodations are provided when 
necessary for transportation within the institution to remote locations, including health care 

1.00 250.0 1.0               250.00 

Ensure appropriate vehicles are used during outside Transportation; staff are complying with 
disability vest requirements, and get down procedures during alarms; work/school locations are 
providing and documenting required adaptive supports for inmates in the DDP; and staff 
supervising inmates in the DDP understand the role of progressive discipline for rules violations, 
and attempts to resolve misconduct informally, as time permits. 

1.00 100.0 1.0               100.00 

Conducts frequent interviews with disabled inmates to inquire if they are being provided equal 
access to programs, services and activities. Daily, meets with the Field Training Correctional 
Sergeants to share information; assign tasks; and, to discuss issues, concerns and corrective 
actions. 

1.00 250.0 1.0               250.00 

At least weekly, meets with the ADAC to brief and provide status updates on ADA issues, 
corrective actions taken and training provided. 

1.00 52.0 1.0                  52.00 

Monthly, meets with the Inmate Advisory Council (IAC), including the inmate ADA representative 
to discuss issues affecting the disabled population. Quarterly, holds town halls with staff and 
inmates on each facility to discuss ADA issues, and departmental or institutional resolution 
processes. 

1.00 50.0 1.0                  50.00 

Assists with non-compliance inquires, as assigned, for the Allegation Log Tracking System. Assists 
the ADAC with CDCR 1824, Reasonable Accommodation Requests. Assists the ADAC to ensure all 
staff are receiving required disability related training. Assists the ADAC with updates to DPP and 
DDP Operational Procedures. Submits reports of internal audits on DPP and DDP processes, 
systems and general ADA compliance. 

1.00 200.0 1.0               200.00 

Assists in identifying corrective measures in response to audits and monitoring tours. 
Participates on statewide conference calls, and performs other duties as assigned/required to 
ensure the institution’s compliance with Federal and State laws and department policies and 
procedures involving the DPP, the DDP the Court’s Orders. 

1.00 150.0 1.0               150.00 
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Position Workload Analysis Attachment  E 

Total Hours Projected Annually                  1,702 
Total Positions Projected                      1.0 
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AVSS Technology Implementation Timeline: 
Task Approximate Timeframe 

Receive funding and begin project - RJD September 2020 
Establish, recruit and fill positions November 2020 - December 2020 
Conduct site visits and design systems - RJD September 2020 - October 2020 
Procure equipment and services - RJD September 2020 - October 2020 

 Install network equipment - RJD December 2020 - January 2021 
Install BWC equipment - RJD December 2020 - January 2021 
Activate BWC deployment - RJD January 2021 
Install cabling and fixed cameras - RJD December 2020 - March 2021 
Train users - RJD March 2021 - April 2021 
Test cameras and validate viewing objectives - RJD March 2021 - April 2021 
Solution validated and accepted - RJD April 2021 
Receive funding and begin project - LAC July 2021 
Design System - LAC November 2020 - December 2020 
Conduct site visits and finalize design - LAC July 2021 
Procure equipment and services - LAC July 2021 - September 2021 

 Install network equipment - LAC October 2021 
Install cabling and cameras - LAC October 2021 - February 2022 
Train users - LAC February 2022 
Test cameras and validate viewing objectives - LAC February 2022 - March 2022 
Solution validated and accepted - LAC March 2022 

Implementation Plan Attachment F 
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Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 

Armstrong Court Compliance Costs 

Summary # of Pos 
# of Pos with 

Relief 
CY Cost BY Cost 

RJD and LAC Fixed Cameras 
EIS 2.0 2.0 $8,511,575 $4,005,480 
DAI 2.0 2.0 $90,349 $289,182 

Total 4.0 4.0 $8,601,924 $4,294,662 

RJD Body Cameras 
EIS 1.0 1.0 $1,405,176 $229,309 
DAI 2.0 2.0 $162,886 $259,699 

Total 3.0 3.0 $1,568,062 $489,008 

Supervisory Staffing 
DAI 11.0 17.9 $1,861,691 $3,003,094 

Total 11.0 17.9 $1,861,691 $3,003,094 

Complaint Processes and Other 
DAI $282,000 $232,000 
OIA 10.0 10.0 $1,196,658 $2,108,796 

Total 10.0 10.0 $1,478,658 $2,340,796 

Grand Total 28.0 34.9 $13,510,335 $10,127,560 
Current year costs assume positions are filled at various time.  See individual tabs for more details. 
Supervisory Staffing position counts include relief.  
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RJD and LAC Fixed Cameras 
Armstrong Court Compliance Costs 

Positions EIS # of Pos CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

IT Spec II -RJD 1.0 $108,321 $172,082 

Provide higher level support for more complex issues and manage problem resolution with 
video surveillance service provider on technical issues.  Conduct  assessments and manage 
system design, implementation, and changes. Manage implementation and ongoing support of  
long-term retention solution. Assist in maintaining and access of video content from CDCR  
systems for analysis or in response to content requests.  Maintain high level knowledge and 
understanding of evolving technologies and work closely with CDCR investigators to maintain a  
clear understanding of the changing nature of contraband inside the institutions. 

ITM I - RJD 1.0 $114,994 $183,864 

Responsible for the success of all CISS services including Statewide Correctional Video  
Surveillance, MAS, digital forensics support, and more. The manager assists CDCR’s divisions in 

 the development of new metrics and data collection mechanisms necessary to assess the 
 effectiveness of contraband interdiction strategies and evaluate and advise on new 

interdiction technologies.  The manager is also responsible for vendor management to ensure 
for adherence to contract deliverables and resolves disputes. 

Subtotal EIS Positions 2.0 $223,315 $355,946 

EIS Camera System Costs # of Resources CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

Fixed Camera System -RJD 960 Cameras $8,288,260 $329,700 
 Includes custody overtime, hardware, software, cabling, travel, indefinite retention and 

support. 

Fixed Camera System - LAC 269 Cameras $0 $3,319,834 Includes custody overtime, hardware, software, cabling, travel, and indefinite retention. 

Indefinite Storage - RJD Covered in the fixed camera costs. 
Indefinite Storage - LAC Covered in the fixed camera costs. 
Subtotal EIS Camera System Costs 1229 Cameras $8,288,260 $3,649,534 

Positions DAI # of Pos CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

CO - RJD 1.0 $90,349 $144,591 

Under the direct supervision of the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) Sergeant, the AVSS C/O’s  
duties include conduct written reports as per CDCR policy, reviewing/collecting live 
surveillance or recorded video surveillance for processing into evidence upon investigation. 

 The AVSS C/O shall be utilized to monitor the video recording to locate lost, misplaced or 
stolen items. 

CO - LAC 1.0 $0 $144,591 

Under the direct supervision of the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) Sergeant, the AVSS C/O’s  
duties include conduct written reports as per CDCR policy, reviewing/collecting live 
surveillance or recorded video surveillance for processing into evidence upon investigation. 

 The AVSS C/O shall be utilized to monitor the video recording to locate lost, misplaced or 
stolen items. 

Subtotal DAI 2.0 $90,349 $289,182 
 

 Total - Video Surveillance 4.0 $8,601,924 $4,294,662 

Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 
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Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 

*DAI Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 
*EIS Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 
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RJD Body Cameras 
Armstrong Court Compliance Costs 

Positions EIS # of Pos CY Cost BY Cost Comments 
ITS I 1.0 $95,359 $151,199 Provide onsite support of video surveillance solutions, fixed and BWC.   Conduct 

regular system assessments and health monitoring. Troubleshoot technical issues  
related to cameras, connectivity, and content storage.   Make camera and system 
configuration changes as needed. 

Subtotal EIS 1.0 $95,359 $151,199 

EIS Camera System Costs # of Resources CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

BWC System 735 Cameras $1,289,817 $78,110 Includes custody overtime, cameras, magnet mounts, storage, and configuration. 

Data Drops 47.0 $20,000 $0 Data drops for BWC docking stations - Estimate only, awaiting bid 
Indefinite Storage Covered in the fixed camera costs. 
Subtotal EIS Camera System Costs 47.0 $1,309,817 $78,110 

 Positions DAI # of Pos CY Cost BY Cost Comments 
CO 1.0 $90,349 $144,591 Under the direct supervision of the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) Sergeant, the 

 ISU Body Camera C/O’s duties include conduct written reports as per CDCR policy, 
 reviewing/collecting live surveillance or recorded video for body camera for 

 processing into evidence upon investigation. 

AGPA 1.0 $72,537 $115,108 The role of SSA/AGPA will be to identify such trends and adjust schedules  
accordingly. This will ensure the team is spending time and providing meaningful  

 training to staff based on current institutional needs. Additionally, the SSA/AGPA 
will assist in research and respond writing for RAP and Advocacy Letters. This will  
allow the ADAC additional time to focus on touring area continuously. 

Subtotal DAI 2.0 $162,886 $259,699 

Total - Body Cameras 3.0 $1,568,062 $489,008 
*DAI Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 
*EIS Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 

Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 
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Supervisory Staffing 
Armstrong Court Compliance Costs 

 Positions DAI # of Pos 
 # of Pos with 

Relief 
CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

SGT 9.0 15.70 $1,649,064 $2,630,127 

The responsibilities of Sergeants will include disseminating reports  
 relative to class members and provide training to staff regarding said 
 reports. They will be assigned a rotational schedule regarding facility 
 tours this time will be spent training with a focus on cultural change, 

responding to changes in trends, as noted by the Activity Log 
 Tracking reports, Grievances, Use of Force incidents, and any other 

areas identified by RJDCF Management Team. 

LT 1.0 1.20 $139,445 $221,768

 The Correctional Lieutenant works closely with the institution’s  
Americans with Disability Act Coordinator to establish and maintain 

 the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation’s (CDCR) 
 Disability Placement Program (DPP) and Developmental Disability 
 Program (DDP) policies at the institution as they relate to the ARP, 

  the CRP and the Court’s Orders. 

IT Specialist I 1.0 1.00 $73,182 $151,199 

This resource provides configuation, integration, reporting, data  
visualization and dashboarding support for the tool and will provide 
maintenance and operations support in budget year and beyond to  
address changes required by the court or by DAI leadership to  
manage the accessibility accommodation complaince survey adn 
tracking technology. 

Subtotal DAI - Includes Relief 11.0 17.9 $1,861,691 $3,003,094 

Total - Increased Supervision 11.0 17.9 $1,861,691 $3,003,094 
*Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 and IT specialist filled 1/1/2021 

Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 
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Complaint Processes and Other 
Armstrong Court Compliance Costs 

DAI IT System and Other Costs # of Resources CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

Consulting Services $50,000 $0 
Consulting Services to accelerate interfaces and 

 implementation customizations to tailor COTS solution 
to the Allegation process requirements 

Software Licensing and related fees $232,000 $232,000 
 Licensing, storage, and systems requirements for new 

users 
Subtotal DAI 0.0 $282,000 $232,000 

Positions OIA # of Pos CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

Custody Supervisors (Lts) 7.0 $869,911 $1,376,279 

 Based on an increase of approximately 425 inquiries per 
 year to be handled by AIMS (pulled from existing 2140 

logs and 2019 reports of PREA allegations and UOF  
allegations) 

Captain 1.0 $151,585 $234,200 Supervise and provide oversight of the 7 Lt's  

OT 1.0 $59,228 $91,664 
 Admin Support for AGPA, Lt, and Captain. Assist with 

complaint workload 

AGPA 1.0 $81,074 $127,773 Based on new screening process for all staff complaints 

Subtotal OIA 10.0 $1,161,798 $1,829,916 

OIA Training and Other Costs # of Resources CY Cost BY Cost Comments 

POST Investigative and Interrogation Techniques Classes – 
40 hours 
POST Institute of Criminal Investigations – 80 hours 

2 Courses Per $34,860 $278,880 

I&I and ICI Courses required. Tuition for I&I is $500 per + 
travel and per diem. Tuition for ICI is $2500 per + travel  
and per diem.     Total per staff approximately $34,860.00. 
Other training is internal and can be absorbed. 

Sworn: Initial Lt. Academies - 40 hours; Initial AIMS  
Academy - 32 hours 

Absorbed $0 $0 Internal/mandatory training, asorbable. 

Non-sworn 40 hours annual block training Absorbed $0 $0 Internal/mandatory training, asorbable. 
Advanced Supervision – 40 hours; 
Annual block/investigative training – 51 hours 

Absorbed $0 $0 Internal/mandatory training, asorbable. 

PREA LDI Inquiry Training Absorbed $0 $0 Internal/mandatory training, asorbable. 
Subtotal OIA 0.0 $34,860 $278,880 

 
Total - Complaint Processes and Other 10.0 $1,478,658 $2,340,796 
*Current year costs assume positions are filled 11/1/2020 

Executive Cost Estimate Summary Attachment G 
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